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Detecting Light-Gluino-Containing Hadrons
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When supersymmetry breaking produces only dimension-2 operators, gluino and photino ma
of order 1 GeV or less. Thegg̃ bound state has mass 1.3–2.2 GeV and lifetime*1025 10210 s. This
range of mass and lifetime is largely unconstrained because missing energy and beam dump te
are ineffective. With only small modifications, upcomingK0 decay experiments can study most of
interesting range. The lightest gluino-containing baryonsudsg̃d is long lived or stable; experiments
find it and theuudg̃ are also discussed. [S0031-9007(96)00088-9]

PACS numbers: 12.60.Jv, 14.80.Ly
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Some supersymmetry (SUSY) breaking scenarios
duce negligible tree-level gaugino masses and scala
linear couplings; consequently they have no “SUSY
problem” [1]. Although massless at tree level, gau
nos get calculable masses through radiative correct
from electroweak (gaugino, Higgsino-Higgs, and gau
boson) and top-stop loops. Evaluating these within
constrained parameter space leads to a gluino m
range mg̃ , 1

10 1 GeV and photino mass rangemg̃ ,
1

10 1 1
2 GeV. The lightest chargino has a mass less t

mW . The photino is an attractive dark matter candida
with a correct abundance for parameters in the predi
ranges [2]. Because of the non-negligible mass of
photino compared to the glueball, prompt photinos [3]
not a useful signature for the light gluinos and the ene
they carry [4,5]. Gluino masses less than about1 1

2 GeV
are largely unconstrained [5], although they would ca
modifications in jet distributions and have other indire
effects. Consequences for squark and chargino sear
are discussed in Ref. [6].

The gluino forms bound states with gluons and ot
gluinos, as well as with quarks and antiquarks in a co
octet state. The lightest of these states, the spin-1y2
gluon-gluino bound state calledR0, should have a mas
,1.3 2.2 GeV [1,5]. Since the gluino is light, this sta
is approximately degenerate with a flavor singlet ps
doscalar comprised mainly of̃gg̃ [5]. Experimental evi-
dence is now quite strong for an “extra” flavor sing
pseudoscalar at,1500 MeV [7,1], in addition to those
which can be accommodated in ordinary QCD. Theh0

is identified with the pseudo Goldstone boson associ
with the breaking of the chiralR symmetry of the nearly
massless gluino [5]. The lightestR baryon is the flavor-
singlet spin-0udsg̃ bound state calledS0, whose mass
should lie 0–1 GeV above that of theR0. Higher lying
R hadrons decay to theR0 andS0 via conventional strong
or weak interactions. The rest of this paper is devote
finding evidence for theseR hadrons.

I shall assume here that photinos are responsible
the cold dark matter of the Universe. This fixes mo
exactly the mass of the photino andR0 because in or-
der to obtain the correct density of photinos, the ra
0031-9007y96y76(22)y4111(4)$10.00
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r ; mR0 ymg̃ must fall between about,1.6 and 2 [2],
which is in the range predicted on the basis of the glu
and photino mass calculations [1]. The lifetime of t
R0 is then [1]tR0 * s10210 1027dfMsqy100 GeVg4 s for
1.4 , MR0 , 2 GeV. This can be comparable to th
K0

L K0
S lifetime range, ifMsq , 100 GeV. In Ref. [5]

I discussed strategies for detecting or excluding the e
tence of anR0 with a lifetime so long it cannot be detecte
by its decays. Here I discuss several approaches appr
ate if theR0 lifetime is in the, 1025 10210 s range.

If R0’s exist, beams for rareK0 decay ande0ye ex-
periments would containR0’s. The detectors designe
to observeK0 decays can be used to studyR0 decays.
High-luminosity beams are produced at lowp', so per-
turbative QCD cannot be used to determine theR0 flux in
the beam. The most important outstanding phenome
logical problem in studying light gluinos is to develo
reliable methods for estimating theR0 production cross
section in the lowp' region. Here the ratio ofR0 to K0

L
fluxes in a given beam at the production point is param
trized byp1024.

Two-body decays are suppressed by approximatC
invariance of SUSY QCD because thep0, h, and R0

have C  11 while the g̃ has C  21. C and P are
presumably violated, because the superpartners of
and right chiral quarks need not be degenerate. T
mass splitting is a model-dependent aspect of SU
breaking, so we take the branching fraction ofR0 into
two- (three-) body final states to be a free parame
b2 sb3d. Decays such asR0 ! g̃r0 are C allowed and
included with three-body decays. Four and higher bo
decays are suppressed by phase space, sob2 1 b3 ø 1;
therefore bounding bothb2 and b3 can rule outR0’s.
Measuringb2yb3 would give indirect information on the
mass splitting between left and right squarks.

The most important three-body decay mode isR0 !

p1p2g̃. Since theR0 is a flavor singlet and thẽg
has photonlike couplings, thep1p2 : p0p0 branching
fractions are in the ratio 9:1. Because of phase space
pression, decays involvingK ’s andh’s can be neglected
compared to theppg̃ final state. ThusR0 ! p1p2g̃

accounts for,90% of three-body decays. One can r
© 1996 The American Physical Society 4111
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quire Msp1p2d . MK to reduce background without
severe loss of signal: e.g., forMR0  1.7 GeV andr  2,
72% of theR0 ! p1p2g̃ decays would pass this cu
The branching fraction for decays meeting this cut
therefore0.65b3.

The dominant two-body decay channel isR0 ! p0g̃.
Searching for this decay is much like searching
the decayK0

L ! p0nn. Fortunately, the two final state
are readily distinguishable because a typicalp0 from
R0 decay has much largerp' than one fromK0

L !

p0nn, for which pmax
'  231 MeV. Furthermore, the

p' spectrum of the pion in a two-body decay exhib
the striking Jacobian peak atpmax

' . The existing limit
on B sK0

L ! p0nnd will be used below to obtain som
weak constraints on theR0 lifetime and production cros
section. Future experiments with a good acceptanc
the largep' region can place a much better limit.

Another interesting two-body decay isR0 ! hg̃.
Since mshd  547 MeV . msK0d  498 MeV, there
would be very little background mimickingh’s in a
high-resolution, precisionK0-decay experiment. Detec
ing h’s in the decay region of one of these experime
e.g., via theirp1p2p0 or p0p0p0 final states whose
branching fractions are 0.23 and 0.32, would be str
circumstantial evidence for anR0. With the preferred
h 2 h0 mixing angle and assuming equal massu and
d squarks, the amplitude forR0 ! hg̃ is about half
that for R0 ! p0g̃. Thus for MR0  1.7 GeV and
r  1.6 s2.0d, BsR0 ! g̃hd ø 0.12b2s0.17b2d, but drops
rapidly for smallerMR0 .

Even if the rate forR0 ! sh ! p1p2p0dg̃ is only
a few percent that ofR0 ! p0g̃, both final states ma
be comparably accessible because experiments to
the single p0 require a Dalitz conversion to reduc
background. A handful of events in both two-body fin
states, if thep' acceptance is complete, yieldspmax

' for
each channel, hencemg̃ and MR0 . Determination of the
ratio msR0dymg̃ is important to confirm or refute th
proposal [2] that relic photinos are responsible for the b
of the missing matter of the Universe.

We can estimate the sensitivity of neutral kaon exp
ments to R0’s as follows. The number of decays
a particle with decay lengthl ; kgbctl, in a fiducial
region extending fromL to L 1 l, is

N  N0se2Lyl 2 e2sL1ldyld , (1)

where N0 is the total number of particles leaving th
production point. In typicalK0

L experiments, such a
Fermilab’s E799 and thee0ye experiments KTeV and
NA48 which are scheduled to begin running duri
1996 at FNAL and CERN,L , 120 m, l , 12 30 m,
andLylK0

L
, 0.08, soe2Lyl 2 e2sL1ldyl ø slylde2Lyl.

Denote the number of reconstructedR0 ! g̃X events by
NR

X and denote the number of reconstructedKL ! Y
events byNK

Y . Then definingBsR0 ! g̃Xd ; bR
X 1022

and BsKL ! Yd  bK
Y 1024, and idealizing the particle

as having a narrow energy spread, Eq. (1) leads to
4112
in

,

g

dy

-

NR
X ø NK

Y sp1024d

√
bR

X 1022

bX
Y 1024

!µ
eX

eY

∂ kgbtlK0
L

kgbtlR0

3 expf2LykgbctlR0 g , (2)

where eX and eY are the efficiencies for reconstruc
ing the final state particlesX and Y , g  Eym is
the relativistic time dilation factor, andb  PyE
will be taken to be 1 below. Lettingx ; lKylR0 
kEK0

L
lmR0tK0

L
ykER0 lmK0

L
tR0 , and introducing the “sensi

tivity function” S sxd ; x expf2LxylK0
L
g, Eq. (2) implies

that an experiment with

S lim ;
100bK

Y

pbR
X

NR
X

NK
Y

eY

eX
(3)

will restrict x to be such thatS sxd # S lim. Thus the
sensitivity of various experiments with the sameLylK0

L

can be directly compared by comparing theirS lim values.
Figure 1 showsS sxd for LylK0

L
, 0.08. The qualitative

features are as expected: An experiment with a largeKL

flux sNK
Y ybK

Y eY d has a lowS lim and thus is sensitive to
large range ofx ø 4tK0

L
ytR0 . For shorter lifetimes (large

x), the R0’s decay before reaching the fiducial regio
while for longer lifetimes (smallx) the probability of
decay in the fiducial volume is too low for enough even
to be seen.

Consider first the Fermilab E799 experiment, whi
obtained [8] a 90% C.l. limitBsK0

L ! p0nn & 5.8 3

1025. In this case theR0 final stateX and theKL final
stateY both consist of a singlep0 and missing energy
ThereforeeY yeX is just the ratio of probabilities (which
we will denote, respectively,fK and fR) for the p0 to
havePt in the allowed range,160 , Pt , 231 GeV, in
the two cases. TakingBsR0 ! g̃p0d ø b2 andBsK0

L !

p0nnd # 5.8 3 1025 [8] meansbR
Y  b2102 and bK

Y ,

0.58, so that we have

S lim
E799  0.58fKypb2fR . (4)

With the spectrumdGydEp0 used in Ref. [8],fK  0.5.
For R0 ! p0g̃, fR  sf

p
1 2 s160d2 2

p
1 2 s231d2gy

Pp d ø 0.02 2 0.03, when MR0  1.4 2 GeV and r
is in the range 2.2–1.6. TakingfR  0.025 gives
S

lim
E799  11.6ypb2. The peak of the function on th

left-hand side of Eq. (4) [see Fig. 1(a)] occurs f
x  LylK0

L
, which is ø12.5. Using x ø 4tK0

L
ytR0 , the

peak sensitivity is for anR0 lifetime of 2 3 1028 s, for
which the existing experimental bound onK0

L ! p0nn

yields a limit pb2 # 2.4. Whether or not this is a
FIG. 1. Sensitivity function of (a) a typicalK0
L beam and (b)

an NA48–likeK0
S beam, withS lim  0.26 indicated.
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significant restriction onR0’s can only be decided whe
reliable predications for (or at least reliable lower lim
on) b2 and theR0 production cross section are in hand.

The next generation ofK0
L experiments, KTeV and

NA48, expect to collect,NK
Y  5 3 106 reconstructed

KL ! p0p0 events. What sensitivity does this allo
in searching forR0 ! hg̃, reconstructing theh from
its p1p2p0 decay? With a,5 MeV resolution in
the p1p2p0 invariant mass and negligible backgrou
between theK0 andh, three reconstructedh’s would be
extremely exciting, so takeNR

X  3. We knowBsK0
L !

p0p0d  9 3 1024 and Bsh ! p1p2p0d  0.23.
Then takingBsR0 ! hg̃d ø 0.1b2 meansbK

Y  9 and
bR

X , 2.3b2 3 1022. Thus S lim  2 3 1022eY ypb2eX

where eY is the efficiency for reconstructing thep0p0

final state of aK0
L decay andeX is the efficiency for

reconstructing thep1p2p0 final state of anh. eX needs
to be determined by Monte Carlo simulation. Ifpb2 , 1
andeX is good enough that, say,S lim  3 3 1022ypb2,
such a sensitivity allows the range0.03 , x , 102 to be
probed. This corresponds to an ability to discoverR0’s
with a lifetime in the range,2 3 1029 2 0.7 3 1025 s.
Note that in a rareK0

L-decay experiment the flux ofK0
L’s

is much greater that for thee0ye experiments, so othe
things being equal a greater sensitivity can be achieved
a comparable acceptance. Unfortunately, E799 reje
thehg̃ final state.

The use of an intenseK0
S beam would allow shorte

lifetimes to be probed. The FNAL E621 experime
designed to search for theCP violating K0

S ! p1p2p0

decay had a highK0
S flux and a decay region close to th

production target. However, its 20 MeV invariant ma
resolution may be insufficient to adequately distingu
h’s from K0’s. To estimate the sensitivity of, e.g., th
NA48 detector we must return to Eq. (1), since for t
plannedK0

S beam lK0
S

ø L ø ly2. In this casexS ;
kEK0

S
lmR0tK0

S
ykER0 lmK0

S
tR0 ø 4tK0

S
ytR0 must satisfy

S Ssxsd  se2LxSylK0
S 2 e

2sL1ldxSylK0
S d ,

S S
lim ; se2LylK0

S 2 e
2sL1ldylK0

S d

3
BsK0

S ! p0p0d
bR

X 1022p1024

NR120

NK00
S

e00

e120
. (5)

Taking the same production rate and efficiencies
before, and assuming,107 reconstructedK0

S ! p0p0

decays givesS S
lim  0.26. S Ssxd is shown in Fig. 1(b).

The sensitivity range is0.19 , xS , 1.3 for pb2  1;
this corresponds to the lifetime range3 3 10210 2 3

1029 s.
Thus for pb2 ø 1 the next generation ofe0ye experi-

ments will be able to seeR0’s in the lifetime range
3 3 10210 0.7 3 1025 s. The greatest sensitivity is fo
tR0  2 3 1028 s; for this lifetime, values ofpb2 as
small as,6 3 1023 should be accessible. For a give
p, even better sensitivity is possible using the final st
p1p2g̃ with msp1p2d . mK , if b3 $ b2y8. If we
or
ed

t

s
h

e

s

te

assume the background to this mode is low enough
observing,10 events withmsp1p2d . mK is sufficient
for detection, the factorNR

X ybR
X eX appearing in Eq. (3) is

reduced by the factors10y3dyfs0.65b3dys0.023b2dg. Thus
S lim is reduced by the factor0.12b2yb3 compared to the
R0 ! hg̃ search. Hence, unlessp ,, 1, the planned
e0ye experiments will be sensitive to nearly the ent
lifetime range of interest below,1025 s independently
of the relative importance of two- and three-body deca
of theR0.

Turning now to otherR hadrons, the ground-stat
R baryon is the flavor singlet scalarudsg̃ bound state
denotedS0. On account of the very strong hyperfin
attraction among the quarks in the flavor-singlet chan
[9], its mass is about210 6 20 MeV lower than that of
the lowestR nucleons. The mass of theS0 is almost
surely less thanmL 1 mR0 , so it cannot decay throug
strong interactions. As long asmS0 is less thanmp 1

mR0 , the S0 must decay to a photino rather thanR0,
and would have an extremely long lifetime since its dec
requires a flavor-changing-neutral-weak transition. T
S0 could even be stable, ifmS0 2 mp 2 me2 , mg̃ and
R parity is a good quantum number. [ If the baryo
resonance known as theLs1405d is a “cryptoexotic”
flavor singlet bound state ofudsg, one would expect the
corresponding state with gluon replaced by a light glu
to be similar in mass. In this case theS0 mass would be,
1 1

2 GeV and theS0 would be stable as long as the photin
is heavier than,600 MeV, as it would be expected to b
if photinos account for the relic dark matter.] This is n
experimentally excluded [4,5] because theS0 probably
does not bind to nuclei. The two-pion-exchange for
which is attractive between nucleons, is repulsive betw
S0 and nucleons because the mass of the intermediateRL

or RS is much larger than that of theS0.
If the S0 is stable, it provides a possible explanation f

the several very high energy cosmic ray events which h
been recently observed [10]. Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzm
(GZK) pointed out [11] that the cross section for prot
scattering from the cosmic microwave background rad
tion is very large for energies above,1020 eV, because
at such energies theDs1230d resonance is excited. If cos
mic ray protons are observed with larger energies than
GZK bound they evidently originated within about 30 Mp
of our Galaxy. Since there are no good candidates for
trahigh energy cosmic ray sources that close, the obse
events withE , 3 3 1020 eV [10] have produced a puzzl
for astrophysics. However, the threshold for producin
resonance of massMp in gs2.7 Kelvind 1 S0 collisions is
a factormS0 ysMp 2 mS0 dympsmD 2 mpd larger than for
gs2.7 Kelvind 1 p collisions. TakingmR0  1.7 GeV,
mg̃ must lie in the range 0.8–1.1 GeV to account for t
relic dark matter. IfmS0 ø mp 1 mg̃, we havemS0 ,
1.8 2.1 GeV. Since the photon couples as a flavor oc
the resonances excited inS0g collisions are flavor octets
Since theS0 has spin 0, only a spin-1RL or RS can be
produced without an angular momentum barrier. Th
4113
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are twoR-baryon flavor octets withJ  1, one with to-
tal quark spin3y2 and the other with total quark spin1y2,
like the S0. Neglecting the mixing between these stat
which is small, their masses are about 385–460 and 8
890 MeV heavier than theS0, respectively [9]. Thus the
GZK bound is increased by a factor of 2.4–6.5, depe
ing on whichR hyperons are strongly coupled to thegS0

system. Therefore, ifS0’s are stable, they naturally in
crease the GZK bound enough to be compatible with
extremely high energy cosmic rays reported in [10] a
references therein.

The S0 can be produced via a reaction such
Kp ! R0S0 1 X, or can be produced via decay of
higher massR baryon such as anR proton produced
in pp ! RpRp 1 X. In an intense proton beam a
relatively low energy, the latter reaction is likely to b
the most efficient mechanism for producingS0’s, as it
minimizes the production of “extra” mass. Measuring
neutral particle’s velocity by time of flight and its kineti
energy in a calorimeter determines its mass viaKE 
ms1y

p
1 2 b2 2 1d. Using this technique at FNAL,

Gustafsonet al. [12] put limits on the production of
stable neutral particles, but was limited to masses ab
2 GeV because of neutron background. At Brookhav
AGS energy the production cross section is lower, b
pair production ofS0’s probably dominates associate
production ofS0-R0 and production ofR0 pairs, because
this increases the phase space. Demanding event
which two long-lived neutrals yield the same value
m suppresses neutron background. Also, at low ene
the calorimetric determination of theS0 kinetic energy
is not smeared by conversion toR0 because of thetmin

required for a reaction likeS0N ! R0 1 L 1 N 0 1 X.
Systematic errors in the calorimetry due to theS0 cross
section possibly differing from the neutron cross secti
should be considered.

If the R0 is too long lived to be found via anomalou
decays in kaon beams and theS0 cannot be discriminated
from a neutron, a dedicated experiment studying tw
body reactions of the typeR0 1 N ! K1,0 1 S0 could
be done. In principle, using time of flight, calorimetry
and rescattering, the kinematics could be overconstrai
allowing measurement of theR0 andS0 masses.

Light R hadrons other than theR0 and S0 will decay,
most via the strong interactions, into one of thes
However, since the lightestR nucleons are only abou
210 6 20 MeV heavier than theS0, they would decay
weakly, mainly toS0p. (The RV2 may also have only
weak decays, toRJ 1 p or RS 1 K, with theRJ or RS

decaying strongly toS0K or S0p, respectively. Its mass
should be roughly 940 MeVfmV2 2 mN 1 210 MeVg
greater than theS0 mass.) R-nucleon lifetimes should be
of order 2 3 10211 2 3 10210 s, by scaling the rates
for the analog weak decaysS0 ! np2, L2 ! pp2,
andJ2 ! Lp2 by phase space. Existing experimen
4114
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limits [5] are poor in the lifetime region and kinematics o
interest. Silicon microstrip detectors developed for cha
studies are optimized for the lifetime ranges0.2 1.0d 3

10212 s. Moreover, unlike ordinary hyperon decay, the
is at most one charged particle in the final state, exc
for rare decay modes. In order to distinguish the dec
Rp ! S0p1 from the much more abundant backgroun
such asS1 ! np1, which has a similar energy releas
one could rescatter the final neutral in order to g
its direction. Then with sufficiently accurate knowledg
of the momentum of the initial charged beam and t
momentum (and identity) of the final pion, one h
enough constraints to determine the masses of the in
and final baryons. The feasibility of such an experime
is worth investigating. Even without the ability to fully
reconstruct the events, with sufficiently good momentu
resolution on the initial and final charged particles, o
could search for events which are not consistent w
the kinematics of known processes such asS1 ! p1n,
and then see if they are consistent with two-body dec
expected here.

In summary, plannedK0 experiments can be used t
explore most of the interesting region ofR0 lifetime
s, 1025 10210 sd and determine theR0 and photino
masses. Experiments to study light-gluino-containi
baryons have also been discussed.
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